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Introduction

We investigate the US financial markets’ reactions to news from
January 2019 to the first of May 2020.
As text data we use the headlines and the snippets of the articles of
the New York Times.
To understand the content and the sentiment of the news, we
construct text variables using unsupervised machine learning
algorithms.
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation
To identify the content or theme of the news, we use Latent
Dirichlet Allocation or LDA (Blei, Ng and Jordan, 2003).
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Skip-Gram and K-Means
To understand the sentiment of the news, we use the Skip-Gram
model and K-Means to build a list of words related to uncertainty.
We build a daily uncertainty index by counting the frequency of the
words of this uncertainty list (or uncertainty dictionary).
To construct this uncertainty dictionary, we combine all the words
that are in the same clusters of the words ‘fear’, ‘fears’, ‘worries’,
‘uncertain’ and ‘uncertainty’ since they share similar semantic
meaning.
List of words of the cluster containing the word ‘fears’.
analysts, bond yields, central banks, climb, damage, drop, exports, factories, fears, fell, financial markets, fueled, gas, grew,
growing, higher, highest, increase, increasing, oil, oil prices,
plunge, policymakers, prices, producers, rate, rattled, rise,
rising, slide, slowdown, slowing, slows, slump, spike, supply,
tourism, tumbled, worsening.
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‘Coronavirus’ and ‘trade war’ uncertainty indexes

The ‘coronavirus’ uncertainty index is represented by the yellow line;
the purple line is the moving average with a 9 days rolling window. The
‘trade war’ uncertainty index is represented by the green line; the brown
line is the moving average with a 9 days rolling window. The blue line is
the SP500 close price index.
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EGARCH Results
Output for the EGARCH model. Each column tag indicates the financial
index (returns) used as a dependent variable in each EGARCH regression.
The terms b2 and b3 are the EGARCH mean equation’s coefficients of the
‘coronavirus’ and ‘trade war’ uncertainty indexes, respectively.
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Thank you for your attention!
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